
Wages, neighboring rights, staffing levels, remote working, precarity, expatriation, the independence of AFP? 
Our full electoral program and review of our 2018-2022 mandate: in French: http://u.afp.com/PFsudT1 – in English: http://u.afp.com/iJz5

Did you vote for SUD
in the first round?

Yes
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Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No
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Do you have
any regrets?

Do you agree with
this statement? 

“SUD with 25%, that’s scary.
You say no to everything,

that’s too extremist!”

there is another reason

That’s not a
good enough

reason.

You don’t like
the SUD candidates?

Do you appreciate being
kept informed about what

is going on in AFP?

That’s your prerogative.
But this isn’t about

electing your buddies
but effective

representatives dedicated
to defending staff.

Vote for SUD,
the union which informs you the most. 

More than 60 tracts published in four years.
That’s too bad, because we believe

everyone should be concerned
about the future of the Agency.

If you change your mind,
contact us at

contact@sud-afp.org

Ok, I’ll vote
SUD

Did you know that SUD
signs accords when
they are good, and

makes proposals that
are sometimes taken

onboard by management
and other unions?

No problem then,
vote for us again

to put as many SUDists
on the CSE. 

No

No

Journalists, vote

Vote for the list SUD
Titulaires and suppleants

Second round CSE elections, October 13 – 20, 2022 

To have staff representatives who are
combative, assiduous and motivated

115 AFP journalists voted SUD in the first round of the workplace elections last month.  
Thanks to you, SUD placed second among journalists, receiving 25.90% of the vote (+7.26 
percentage points). Our overall representativity among all HQ-status employees rose by 3.08 
percentage points to 18.89%. 
The second round of voting will determine the attribution of seats on the Social and Economic 
Committee (CSE), where we need to be present to defend staff and be an agent for progress. 

Why vote SUD? Here’s why: 

Want to know more?


